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Market
Global Markets Overview

'SuperKids' is helping the growth of 1.97 billion kids by providing sensory

playing of seeing, hearing, and touching based on physical growth and fitness

measurement data.

Also, our experiential play for kids is helpful to develop their learning ability,

emotional behavior, and cognitive behavior.

Through this, mothers or guardians understand the physical and emotional

stages of their kids’ development. Related companies and institutions make

create indicators for kids and scalable their businesses by using Big Data.

7.71
billion
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Problem
Are we aware of our kids’ growth?
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<Korea Growth Charts> has been developed by the Korean government every 10 years and has

become a standard for checking the status of kids’ growth. The most recent chart was

developed in 2017 and the next chart will be developed 10 years later, in 2027.

There's a reason it takes 10 years to develop a chart. Because kids grow up fast and collecting

data on 6.44 million kids in Korea is not an easy task. It is clear that developing growth charts

will become more difficult if we expand our reach to around 1.97 billion kids worldwide.

Although it may vary by region and race, in Korea, kids’ growth is constantly changing every

year due to changes in food culture, etc., so data about kids cannot be kept up to date.

Gathering a variety of available data is a challenge.

Developed Growth Charts 
every 10 years

Comparison of amended 2017 
Child and Adolescent Growth Charts

Sex Year Height(cm) Weight BMI

6months

2007 69.27 8.36 -

2017 67.62 7.93 -

2007 68.01 7.88 -

2017 65.73 7.3 -

12months

2007 69.27 8.36 -

2017 67.62 7.93 -

2007 68.01 7.88 -

2017 65.73 7.3 -

18months

2007 82.92 11.53 -

2017 82.26 10.94 -

2007 81.70 10.93 -

2017 80.71 10.23 -

Aged 2

2007 87.63 12.70 16.91

2017 88.13 12.73 16.43

2007 86.47 12.07 16.49

2017 86.73 12.17 16.09

Aged 4

2007 102.35 16.52 15.67

2017 102.88 16.75 15.94

2007 101.28 15.87 15.52

2017 101.64 16.19 15.75

Aged 6

2007 115.40 21.09 15.80

2017 115.76 21.41 16.02

2007 114.26 20.24 15.56

2017 114.58 20.58 15.75

Boys Girls

Sex Year Height(cm) Weight BMI

Aged 8

2007 126.63 26.39 16.70

2017 127.76 27.68 17.03

2007 125.28 25.49 16.28

2017 126.51 26.43 16.51

Aged 10

2007 136.99 33.50 17.93

2017 138.65 35.62 18.53

2007 136.87 32.71 17.38

2017 138.89 34.19 17.74

Aged 12

2007 148.71 43.08 19.19

2017 151.20 45.64 19.95

2007 150.14 41.74 18.60

2017 151.59 43.53 19.07

Aged 14

2007 162.75 53.32 20.27

2017 164.99 56.52 20.97

2007 157.83 49.66 19.74

2017 158.29 50.46 20.29

Aged 16

2007 171.04 61.15 21.10

2017 171.44 63.71 21.81

2007 159.74 53.37 20.62

2017 160.04 53.54 21.04

Aged 18

2007 173.13 65.23 21.69

2017 173.64 67.23 22.45

2007 160.61 53.97 21.10

2017 160.63 53.81 20.96



Grow up!
Medical + Play + Entertainment
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By focusing on space and storytelling, the SuperKids contributes to kids’ healthy physical development and stable emotional growth and combines space and storytelling to

complement the problems encountered in the traditional way of collecting kids’ growth data. Our space provides kids with play and experiences to gather growth data.

Our storytelling exists to interact with kids and influence their emotional connections and development.

Setting up space was our top priority, and for this purpose, we partnered with ‘Dr. Balance’, the world's first Medical Kids Park. Currently, ‘Dr. Balance’ has 11 branches

across Korea, mainly in department stores, and under the motto of 'Medi-Playment : Medical + Play + Entertainment', various themes are implemented for each space.

It is known for its unique content developed by combining kids’ bodies, balance and senses with play. The SuperKids, of course, has a social responsibility to strengthen

unity and bond between a kid and a kid, and family members.

Kids 
growth 
data

Space Story-
telling+



The Medical theme park 
with 3,000 daily visitors

Dr. Balance
Introduction
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Dr. Balance, which started with the concept of ‘medical’, records about

3,000 daily visitors per branch in Korea, including Lotte Department

Store, Lotte Outlet, and E-mart.

Kids are improving their body balance and senses through fun games

and experiences in Dr. Balance Medical Theme Park.

Kids and parents can instantly see how much their kids have improved

based on data from the Medical Box and the SuperKids SmartBand.

Gasan Mario Outlet 

Suwan LOTTTE OULETS

Gwangyang LF SQUARE

Gimhae
Lotte Premium Outlets

East Busan Lotte Premium Outlets
Gwangbok Lotte Department Store

Icheon Lotte Premium Outlets
Giheung Lotte Premium Outlets
Pyeongtak AK PLAZA 
Ilsan Lotte Department Store
Uiwang emart



Medical Box
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The 1st kids’ physical fitness collection 
and analysis in the world

The patented Medical Box is a system that supports kids to measure and compare

their body and physical strength while having fun playing.

The Medical Box is installed across Korea can collect various data from many kids in

a short period of time and compare and analyze it with average growth data. These

data are important for fashion companies, furniture companies, toy companies, food

companies, educational facilities, hospitals, etc., which are closely related to kids’

lifestyle and growth.

Introduction



SuperKids SmartBand
A Friend on the wrist to kid
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The SuperKids SmartBand is an IoT device worn on kids’ wrists.

In a theme park of over 1,000pyeong (3300㎡), kids want to be free, so it is not easy for parents

to 100% fully observe and control their kids. The SuperKids SmartBand is linked with CCTVs and

Beacons installed inside the theme park to inform parent of where their kids are and what they

are doing with real-time video and text messages.

In addition, kids can visually check the Progressive Bar whenever they achieve the Mission provided

in each Theme Room, and receive a Super-Badge as a reward. A kid can exchange the Super Badg

e for the desired goods in the theme park, and upon approval of parent/guardian, it can also be
exchanged for a Kids Token.

The game mission given here is not a mission to be played alone, but a mission in which kids should
cooperate with each other or with family members. Therefore, the kid will experience positive things

that his/her could not find in a class at school.

No worries even in a 
spacious theme park!

Super-
Badge

Goods

KIDS 
Tokenexchange

CCTV

GPS

exchange

Sale

Mission



Theme Room
Another theme in the theme park
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Theme Room exists in the form of rooms as individual spaces installed in

thousands of square meters of theme parks. Each themed room has a purpose and

missions, and the purpose is designed to be shared with a mother[guardian] and

those missions is shared with kids.

These missions are achieved through kids’ diverse thoughts and experiences, and

we provide a Super Badge to encourage them.

The series of processes from mission delivery to hints and obtaining Super Badges
can all be checked in real time through the SuperKids SmartBand worn on the wrist.

Also, since there are group missions, it also serves as a means to make friends in one

theme room.

Improving achievement 
through game missions

Theme Room

SuperKids SmartBand

Kids

thoughts 
and 

experiences

accomplish the mission

Missions Purposes Mothers
(Guardians)

Super 
Badges

KIDS
Token

Presenter
Presentation Notes
�



Kids Total Data Platform
Features
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Kids’ physical and emotional data obtained from Medical Box, SuperKids

SmartBand, and Theme Room are stored in the integrated information platform

- SuperKids Total Data Platform, and the kids’ personal information is

encrypted and stored as MyData(SuperKids MyData) classified.

Encrypted MyData is provided to relevant organizations and companies only

with the kid’s and mother’s(guardian’s) with the 3rd party consent. These data

will be used to improve kids’ lifestyle and growth.

Kids’ data for kids

Cognitive ability

Thinking ability

Physical ability

Growth information

Behavior and habits

Preference

Personality Traits

SuperKids
Total Data
Platform

Medical Boxs

SuperKids
SmartBands

Missions of 
Theme Room

collection Analysis

Quantification of data

SuperKids
MyData

Encryption

Cooperation



Block chain Kids Token
Features
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The SuperKids builds ‘Kids MyData’ exclusively for kids in order to use our kids’

data as more sophisticated and decentralized data.

Blockchain technology for unstructured data is required for this to happen, and we

plan to issue a SuperKids Token (KIDS) to implement a Token Economy.

MyData builds a kids ecosystem 
exclusively for kids

What is MyData?

With 3 major amendments to the Personal Information Protection Act on January 9, 2020.

The concept of My Data is to allow individuals or businesses to control their data and use it for

themselves. It is pioneering the use of decentralized identifiers and meta-information to eliminate the

risk of personal information exposure. With the user's consent, Korean companies can discover and

develop new business models, such as personalized asset management services.

Kids MyData

Cognitive ability

Thinking ability

Physical ability

Growth information

Behavior and habits

Preference

Personality Traits

Fashion companies

Toy companies

Educational facilities 
and enterprises

Furniture companies

Others

F&B companies

Providing personalized goods 
and content

Hospitals and 
Medicine companies



Pay All
Blockchain payment
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The Kids Token(KIDS) supports payment of all services that exist in scalable

blockchain network of SuperKids. It will be used in a variety of services that

intersect kids’ growth, such as store access tickets at theme parks, food and

beverages, various goods, customized nutritional supplements, educational

materials, clothing, furniture, and toys.

In addition, the SuperKids Foundation will use KIDS for contracting and payments/se
ttlement with the company, and will continue to burn a certain amount of tokens to in

crease the scarcity and value of the tokens themselves.

Payments applied to the 
real economy

KIDS
Token

User payment

Others

Payment/Settlement 
with companies

Continuous 
Token Burning

Theme
park

Hospital/
Pharmacy

Retail 
shop

Fashion Furniture Toy

Educational
companies

Fashion
companies

Toy
companies

Furniture
companies

F&B
companies

Hospitals/
Medicine 

companies



Korea Disney
The 2nd Disney starting in Korea
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One Source Multi Use

SuperKids Total Data Platform

SuperKids MyData

Character

Theme 
Park

Retail 
store Online

Education 
and

others

LICENSE 
BIZ

Customized
goods

The core growth engine of Disney is the 'One Source Multi Use' strategy implemented

in the global market through genre expansion, convergence between industries, and

format diversification. SuperKids adopts the strategy of Disney.

The SuperKids creates various characters by analyzing the collected big data of kids

and breathes life into our story. Kids will meet our characters at the theme park and

share their experiences. Our characters will appear in goods and content, and the

characters are produced in a variety of goods and supplied through retail stores and

online shops, and combined with digital educational content to expand the character's

personality.

The educational contents of our characters will not only be reproduced as experiential

educational contents that can be seen, heard, and felt at the theme park but will also

create synergy by expanding the product line to customized food and nutritional

supplements that consider kids’ individuality. With this strategy, we will continue to

expand and diversify your business as well as increase our revenue scale.



Character Bank
The main character of storytelling
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One Source Multi Use implements a character-centric strategy. By providing a character bank

service, SuperKids provides the foundation and opportunity for designers to continuously provide

fresh characters that are central to our story, for their characters to become merchandise and

appear in the world.

Character Bank provides a marketplace for character designers from all over the world to upload the

ir creations, and the AI(Artificial Intelligence) reviewing process exists. The AI engine is designed ba

sed

on kids' MyData, so it identifies the shapes and colors kids like.

If it passes the AI reviewing, it goes through the final reviewing of kids, which is done through offlin

e

theme parks and mobile platforms. The final works that passed the 1st AI reviewing and the 2nd kid

s

reviewing become our characters of our story through storytelling, and are merchandised and distrib

uted to retail stores and others. Proceeds from the sale will be paid to designers in KIDS tokens, an

d a

portion of the proceeds will be used for the International Children's Fund.

Creating and storing of new characters

Character
Bank

Upload characters

Designer

Kids reviewing

AI reviewing

KIDS Token

Kids reviewing
International 

Children's Fund

KIDS Token



Roadmap
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2020 4Q 2021 1Q 2021 2Q 2021 3Q 2021 4Q 2022

Founded SuperKids

Draft a contract with Dr.Balance

Designed SuperKids Service SuperKids iOS, AOS Launching

Listing KIDS Token on Korea Ex.

Launching 1st Global Theme Park   

Launching 12th Theme Park

Character Bank Launching

SuperKids SmartBand Launching

Listing KIDS Token on Global Ex.

Launching 13th Theme Park

Launching 1st Retail Store

Launching 3rd Global Theme Park

Launching 2nd Global Retail Store

Launching 20th Theme Park

Launching 5th Retail Store

We create a vibrant future and value for children 

based on the best technology.



30%

15%

20%

7%

2%
4%

7%

10%
5%

Sales & Tickets (30%) Platform investment (15%)

Ecosystem Partner (20%) Marketing (7%)

Airdrop (2%) Community building (4%)

Copyright management (7%) Team & Others (10%)

Reserves (5%)

Token Allocation
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Token Description

Name KIDS Token

Symbol (Ticker) KIDS

Platform Klaytn

Total Cap 1,950,000,000 



Use of Proceeds
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45%

25%

10%

5%

10%
5%

Theme Parks (45%) Retail Stores (25%)

R&D (10%) Marketing expenses (5%)

Business development (10%) Reserves (5%)

Description Note

Theme Parks Launching Theme Parks

Retail Stores Launching Retail Stores

R&D Kids Total Data Platform/Theme Room/SuperKids SmartBand/Medical 
Box/Character Bank/Blockchain

Marketing expenses Global Marketing, On/Off-line Marketing

Business development Global Offices

Reserves Reserves for partnership
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Apartment noise!

Our kids love to run and play.

Don't worry about the noise between the floors and come to our space.
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The perfect food for our kids!

The perfect clothes!

The perfect piece of furniture!

What if there is a healthy, personalized food that was perfect for your kid? 

What if you can buy clothes that fit your kids’ body size?

What if there are furniture that understand your kid's growth?
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Visiting with Grandpa and taking selfies!

SuperKids is oriented towards building bonds that kids cannot experience at school.

Kids improve their social skills by experiencing harmony with their family and friends through 

various missions such as making foreign friends, rubbing their mother's shoulders, 

expressing love to their grandfather, holding their brother, and arm wrestling. 
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All kids have potential.

Have you ever imagined the potential in your kids’ drawings being developed into a product?

When kids’ drawings become goods such as dolls, toys, and other kids use these products,

it can create an economic effect.

Of course, the proceeds are incidental. 

For kids, making their ideas come true is the most valuable experience.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If children's drawings develop into dolls, toys, etc. and other children become fans of this product, it is economical. It is economical if you make it into other children such as power generation into dolls, toys, etc.Of course, the proceeds are incidental.For children, making their ideas come true is the most valuable experience.
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Disclaimer
This white paper explains the business plan and vision and does not promise or guarantee that the contents of this white paper are accurate or that the business details will be implemented or conducted at a certain

point in the future. Therefore, in the process of business promotion, based on reasonable management judgment, the contents regarding the business described in the white paper may be changed, supplemented, or

deleted without notice to third parties, and it should be sufficiently recognized that the actual business promotion may differ based on business conditions and progress status. In addition, restrictions may arise in the

future regarding the issuance and use of cryptocurrencies based on the legislative direction of each country’s government in relation to this project, so some of the disclosures in this white paper may need to be

changed. The coins and tokens described in this white paper do not guarantee or signify that any equity interest, shares, debts, securities, beneficiary interests, bonds, management participation rights, or any other

such rights based on these rights with respect to the platform’s business will be granted or claimable. Therefore, no benefit distributions or voting rights of any kind whatsoever are granted to the coin/token owners,

including rights to claim or participate in the determination of dividends, distributions, or dispositions of profits that arise or will arise from the platform’s business. Furthermore, this white paper does not guarantee or

signify that the platform will provide a certain quality or amount of goods, services, etc. The sole purpose of this white paper is to provide potential contributors to the construction of the platform, etc. information

regarding the platform, and thus the white paper is not binding in any form and does not impose any legal obligations on any entity. This white paper is also intended to broadly explain the future direction of

development, and therefore does not include any form of agreement. Thus, any materials, codes, functions, etc. do not stipulate our obligations, and such disclosures may change based on a variety of variables. The

unauthorized copying or distribution of this white paper is prohibited.

Please read this entire section carefully. If you are in any doubt as to the action you should take, please consult your legal, financial, tax or other professional advisor(s).



ⓒSuperKids

Thank you
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